My Memories Suite 1.1.3.938 Change Log:

Enhancements:
·	Improved the application updates system with a built-in service. This allows My Memories Suite to check for, download, and update itself without requiring the user to search for the correct update file on the web.

Bug Fixes:
·	Mac OS X - Fixed an issue on Leopard (OS X 10.5) with jpeg image opacity rendering incorrectly. When a jpeg image was added as a photo or custom background and the opacity was changed, the screen looked correct but in the high resolution output, like photobooks or greeting cards, the image showed up very dark.
·	Windows Vista - Fixed an issue during startup that occasionally caused the initialization process to pause for between 15 and 45 seconds which made it look the program was stuck.
·	Windows XP/Vista - Fixed an issue with images added to an album that were copied from a folder/drive that no longer exists, like a removable flash disk. This could cause an error when trying to add a new image or custom embellishment when the previous folder was no longer available.

My Memories Suite 1.1.2 (Build 903) Change Log:

Bug Fixes:
·	Mac OS X - Fixed an issue on Leopard (OS X 10.5) with very slow rendering of high resolution pages that affected exporting to JPEG, Photobook, Greeting Card, and Calendars. We needed to make sure the Apple® Quartz rendering system for Java is enabled which Apple has disabled by default in Leopard.
·	Windows - Starting with Java version 1.6.0_10, Sun® Microsystems added graphics optimizations in the Java2D rendering pipeline that have been observed to be somewhat unstable and could cause the virtual machine to crash unexpectedly. We have disabled the new optimizations path to restore stability.  
·	Changed the order of popup window layering where the export guide popup window could obscure the browse photos popup window.

My Memories Suite 1.1.1 (Build 896) Change Log:

Bug Fixes:
·	Mac OS X - Fixed an issue with dragging a file from outside My Memories Suite and dropping it on the canvas caused an error.
·	Fixed problem introduced with the 1.1.0 update where the action handler for the My Memories Suite Help from the Help menu was inadvertently left out.

My Memories Suite 1.1.0 (Build 889) Change Log:

New Features:
·	Added a “Calendar” option to the Share Album output. This includes the Calendar Wizard to walk you through the specific choices for a calendar. Removed the Print Services option from the Share Album output.
·	Added visual notifications for the Trim Guides to help identify the areas of album pages that need to be reviewed before creating a book, calendar, card, or movie.

Enhancements:
·	Improved the album uploading system to the print services website to be faster and more reliable. Allows for much larger album files to be uploaded. Changed the uploading protocol to support a much wider variety of  internet connections to resolve uploading issues.
·	Updated the Photobook and Greeting Card share album wizard process. This is in conjunction with an update to the print services website in an effort to streamline book, calendar, and card ordering and make the service easier to use.

Bug Fixes:
·	Fixed problem introduced in the 1.0.4 version which caused the iPod movie creation to fail when encoding the AAC audio.

My Memories Suite 1.0.4 (Build 733) Change Log:

New Features:
·	Added a “Contact Sheet” option to the Advanced Print Options. Quickly allows you to format a contact sheet print layout of your selected album pages.

Enhancements:
·	Photo panel changes:
o	Altered the Show/Hide button behavior to only be visible when the photo panel is closed. This regains extra screen real-estate when the photo panel is open.
o	Moved the small change photos folder button to a larger Browse button and added folder name and number of images as separate labels for better readability.
o	Added photo previews to the Choose Photos Folder popup window so that you can easily see what pictures are in a selected folder.

Bug Fixes:
·	When making a movie from square or portrait shaped albums and the album had a linked in movie with a width wider than the album, white bars appeared in the final movie background instead of an all black background.
·	Fixed an issue with linked MPEG1 movies where the sound is not included when the album is shared as a computer or DVD movie. MPEG1 movie clips that are created by certain digital cameras (such as Sony or Canon) have their audio multiplexed into the video. My Memories Suite now properly handles this type of audio when exporting albums as movies.
·	Some linked movies were not being included in exported album movies because their video track type was not being identified correctly. This was an issue only when the movie was included and the audio was muted. This is now working properly.
·	Fixed issues with Advanced Print Options where some margin settings could cause the preview area to not display properly. Also fixed print preview rendering to address drawing artifacts that sometimes appeared.

My Memories Suite 1.0.3 (Build 445) Change Log:

New Features:
·	My Memories Suite now tracks changes and will automatically keep a backup of your album’s unsaved changes when you navigate to another page in your album.  In the event that the program is shut down unexpectedly, when your album is re-opened, My Memories Suite will inform you that the album was not saved properly and ask if you would like to recover your unsaved changes.

Enhancements:
·	A “missing fonts” message is now shown prior to rendering high-resolution output if a font that is referenced in the album can not be found on the current computer. This may be useful for users who move their albums between different computers.
·	A warning message has been added to DVD-Video creation when a MIDI audio file is detected because MIDI audio cannot be played on a DVD.
·	A message has been added to the end of the Photobook (and Greeting Card) upload process that informs the user that the album image data has been rendered and sent to the website instead of just closing the upload progress window. This can be helpful when uploading large books that take a long time to transmit so that users know the process has completed.
·	Users can now double-click on an embellishment in the Embellishments dialog to automatically add it to the page without clicking the Apply or OK buttons.
·	The “Choose Photos Folder” popup window now highlights the currently selected folder.  Users may now double-click the desired folder name to automatically change to that folder without clicking the OK button.
·	The Photobook page of the Share Album dialog now includes options to turn on the Trim Area guides directly from the dialog.
·	Mac OS X – The Preferences dialog now places all the option tabs into one row so that the user does not need to open the drop-down menu for additional options.

Bug Fixes:
·	Some menu items were enabled when no album was open (such as “File > Print Setup”).  If these menu items were selected, an error was generated. These menu items are now disabled if no album is open.
·	If a very large custom background image (larger than 10,000px by 7,500px) was added to an album page, an error was encountered.  The page was then left in a state such that no additional page elements could be added, or if any elements were already on the page, an error message was displayed every time the page was redrawn. Trying to add a very large background image will still cause an error, but subsequent error messages when adding or drawing page elements no longer occur.
·	Windows XP & Vista – Interactive Albums would encounter a “QuickTime initialization error” when started on Windows PCs without My Memories Suite installed and then fail to run. New Interactive Albums created with this version will play on any Windows XP or Vista PC with a supported version of QuickTime installed. This does not correct Interactive Albums that have already been burned to a disc using earlier versions of My Memories Suite.
·	Windows Vista – Vista unexpectedly removed the “Printer” button from the Page Setup window.  My Memories Suite has now re-added a “Printer” button to the Print Options window so that a printer can be selected before completing the print wizard, allowing “Advanced” print options to be adjusted for the current print job.
·	Mac OS X 10.4 or later – Corrected an error that caused text objects with small font sizes to sometimes become clipped, cutting off the text.
·	Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard) – Corrected an error where the Photobook upload process did not launch the web browser on some systems.  On some systems, it may still be necessary to upgrade to OS X version 10.5.2 or later in order to fully correct the issue.
·	Mac OS X 10.5 (Leopard) – Fixed a problem where video windows did not display video correctly in the album preview mode or in the Interactive Albums.  Sound could be heard but the video area was blank.  


